T

omorrow and Tomorrow
and Tomorrow...

With the Daedalus Integrated Writing Environment (DIWE),
tomorrow your students could...
Brainstorm about Lady Macbeth’s motivation
Exchange mail about Shakespeare’s portrayal of men & women
Share drafts on Macbeth’s mental states using electronic class files
Build on-line bibliographies for research papers on Renaissance Life
Respond in peer review to each other’s papers and ideas
Discuss Shakespeare’s imagery in a real-time InterChange® session

Join the hundreds of teachers (including the software’s authors) who
use DIWE for English instruction – and across the curriculum – to
make the most of every day in your computer classroom.

The Daedalus Integrated Writing Environment
http://www.daedalus.com/
1-800-879-2144

W

ith one piece of software, your students can use word processing,
electronic communication, invention, & revision tools. The
Daedalus Integrated Writing Environment (DIWE) can fulfill all
your software needs in a single program.

In this soliloquy Macbeth is arguing with himself about murdering
Duncan. What is the general tone of his argument?
Macbeth seems like he is sure of himself, but I think he's not really
sure at all. In his argument he's trying to convince himself that he's
right because he doesn't believe in himself.

I think I want to argue that Macbeth seems like he's sure of himself
but he's really not confident.
Macbeth's Confidence

"So it be eloquent and
fun of Invention"
Twelfth Night, III, ii

Exploring
ideas,
brainstorming,
gathering thoughts for papers and
classroom discussion – all come quickly
and easily with Daedalus.

Michael Benedict, of Fox Chapel Area High School in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, uses
DIWE to help students work through the writing process from beginning to end. With
the Daedalus Invent tool, students examine soliloquies from Macbeth closely, looking
at how the protagonist changes over the play’s five acts.

"And ample Interchange of sweet discourse"
III Richard, V, iii

Benedict’s students also
explore their ideas with
the InterChange ® tool,
thinking
through the
arguments they plan to
make in their papers and
responding to
their
classmates in a real-time
discussion.

Macbeth Scene

For a demo diskette and other
materials, including details on Michael
Benedict’s assignments, contact
The Daedalus Group, Inc.
1106 Clayton Lane, Suite #250W
® Austin, TX 78723
Phone: 1-800-879-2144
Fax: 1-512-452-5206
E-Mail: info@daedalus.com

Coco Smith:
I agree with what Vincent said in Mail. I think Lady Macbeth is nagging
Macbeth so much he has to do something.
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Michael Benedict’s Macbeth Teaching
Resources and other Instructional Materials
are available from the Daedalus Web page:
http://www.daedalus.com/

